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PRODUCTS OF DECOMPOSITIONS OF En

BY

BRIAN J. SMITH

ABSTRACT. In this paper we give a sufficient condition for the existence of

a homeomorphism h: Em/GxEn/H - Em+n, where G and H ate u.s.c. decomposi-

tions of Euclidean space. This condition is then shown to hold for a wide class

of examples in which the decomposition spaces Em/G and  E"/H may fail to be

Euclidean.

It is well known that manifolds can be written as the product of topological

spaces which may themselves fail to be manifolds. In [4], Bing gives a factoriza-

tion of Euclidean 4-space, E4 = E^/G x Ex, in which the factor fJ3/G is not

Euclidean. This factor is the so-called dogbone decomposition of E . In [2],

Andrews and Curtis give a simpler example in which the collection G consists of

a single arc. This example was generalized in [8] to give the following example:

for arcs aCEm and ß C En it is true that Em/ax En/ß ^ Em+n. Hence for

badly embedded arcs a and ß, there exist factorizations of Em+n, neither factor

being Euclidean. It is the purpose of this paper to show that this phenomenon oc-

curs for fairly general decompositions of Em and E". In particular if G is a de-

composition of Em and if H is a decomposition of En, then relatively mild con-

ditions on G and H imply that

Em/Gx En/H S Em+n.

By relatively mild it is meant only that G and H satisfy certain conditions which

many examples in the literature are known to possess.

The term decomposition will always mean a monotone, upper-semicontinuous

decomposition. If G is a decomposition of Em, then HG denotes the union of

the nondegenerate elements of G and Em/G denotes the decomposition space of

G. Notice that the nondegenerate elements of a decomposition form an upper-semi-

continuous collection of sets in E". For the moment it is such u.s.c. collections

which we investigate.

Let A = [a\ be a collection of continua in Em. For convenience we will let

A*= U ial ae -4I- If A = jai and B = [ß\ ate collections of continua with
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A*CEm and B*C£B,then let A x B = {ax ß\ aeA and ße B}, which is a col-

lection in Em x En. For example, if A*C Em and if we think of En as a collec-

tion of points, then

A x En = \a x w\ a e A and w e E"}.

Let G = {y} be a collection of continua, G  C En. Then the collection G is

said to be shrinkable if and only if for each e > 0 there exists a homeomorphism

b(: En -» E" such that

(1) A = 1 outside N (G*), the e-neighborhood of G ,

(2) for each y e G, diameter My) < e,

(3) for each yeG, there exists y'e G such that y U ¿(y) C /V£(y'), and

(4) for each point p e En, either hip) = p, ot pU hip) C N iy) for some yeG.

In the sequel we shall always use the notation h , f g, etc., to denote a

homeomorphism as above, satisfying conditions (1)—(4) with respect to the number

e, S, etc. These maps will be referred to as shrinking homeomorphisms.

Generally we use the shrinkability of a collection G in the following manner.

Inductively we define a sequence of shrinking homeomorphisms, take their com-

position and passing to the limit we get a map h: En —* E". If the point-inverses

of b coincide with the point-inverses of the quotient map n: En —» En/G, then

the composition h • n~ x is continuous. A necessary and sufficient condition that

h • n~    be a homeomorphism is that h be a proper map, i.e., h~lÍK) is compact

whenever K is compact.

In order to prove that h is well-behaved, it is frequently the case that the

shrinking homeomorphisms are uniformly continuous ([4], [6]). McAuley defines

shrinkability in [12], and includes a uniform property which helps assure conver-

gence of sequences of shrinking homeomorphisms. However, there are examples

due to Andrews and Rubin [14] in which such nice shrinking maps could not be

produced. In their examples (and in Proposition 1 below), it is the nature of the

collection which allows one to prove convergence.

Proposition 1. Let A and B be u.s.c. collections of compact continua, A

and B   compact, contained in Em and E" respectively. If the collection

D=|AxB¡ U,Ax(En-ß*)i U \ÍEm-A*)xB}

is shrinkable, then Em/A x E"/B fe Em+n.

Proof. For elements of the form (ax x) e A x ÍE" — B ), and any shrinking

homeomorphism / , if (axx) lies outside N (A x B) then

(a x x) U f(ia xx)c N(ia' x x 0 C N2eia x x)
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for some a £ A and x £ (En — B ). So we adjust our notation so that given any

shrinking homeomorphism /   and (ax x) outside of N(iA x B), (ax») U /((ax*) C

N(ia' x x) for some a' £ A. Similarly, (y x ß) U fiy x   ß) C N(iy x ß') for some

ß' £ B. For points ix x y) not in N (A x ß) we require that either

/J(*xy)= 1, or

(x x y) U /£(x x y) C /VÍ.CI x y) for some a£ /4, or

(x x y) U/f(x x y) C zVf(x x ß) for some /3 £ B.

Now let £°*_, e. < XA- Let 0 < Sj <tx and ¿t = /g .  where /s    shrinks D

according to the conventions above. Let K. = [-1, l]m+" and suppose (without

loss of generality) that Nl/2iA x B) C Kj. Let K2 = [-2, 2]m+n and note that there

exists <5, < min|f2, 8 A such that if X C K, and diameter X < 5_, then

diameter ij(X) < ¿5 . Let h   = h J & .

Inductively we suppose that 8. and h. have been defined. Let K.  . =

[_z _ if z + i]m+n and choose S¿  j < minify   j, r5.| such that if X C K.      and

diameter X< <5.  ,, then diameter A. (X) < 8.. Let h.     =b.f^

Let ¿ = lim        h.. To see that h is well defined and continuous, let y£D;J —,oo    J i/*

say y C L, Since each /g. cannot move points out toward infinity more than 8.,

it follows that b .(y) C N ,/2i^N) for all /'. For /' > zV, diameter h .  j(y) < S.. If

p £ y is a representative point of D   C Em+n, we have

V ,(y) U hiy) C i._ jiWg (y.)) C Nt _ U._ ,(y.)),

where y• £ D and / is large. Therefore,

distance ih. _Ap), h.ip)) < 8._2 + 2<5._j,

For points p 4 D  , the sequence |Ä.(p)i is eventually constant. In any case, for

sufficiently large integers r and s,

s-l

distance ih ip), h ip)) < 3    Y.    8.

1 = 7-2

Therefore h is well defined and continuous.

We have seen that, for points p £ KN, f £ x ip) £ zVg i.KN), and so h~lip) £

zVl/2(KN). Let p. = ¿~Hp); since Ipl C KN + 1> there is a limit point p' and

¿(p ) = p. This shows that h is an epimorphism.

In a similar fashion, ¿6     (C) is bounded whenever C CE"*'1"" is compact.

Thus A is a proper map. The elements of D are shrunk to points, with different

elements of D going to different points. Therefore Em/A x E"/B S Em+n.

Recall that a continuum X C E" is said to have property UV°° if for every

open set U containing X, there exists an open set V, X C V C U, such that the
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inclusion i: V —► U is null homotopic. This is really a property of the embedding

of X, but is a topological property of X when we restrict our attention to embed-

dings in ANR's (see [9]).

Let X be a compactum in the interior of a topological zz-manifold M. We say

that X is definable by cells in M if there is a sequence Iß,!"? where each B.

consists of a finite number of disjoint zj-cells in M, with B.  , C Int B. for each i

and X = f] °°_. B.. The set X is said to be cellular if it is connected and de-

finable by cells.

Theorem 1. Suppose aC Em and ß C E" are compact, UV°° continua such

that ax En and ß x Em are shrinkable. Then

Em/ax En/ß fe Em*n.

This theorem follows directly from Theorem 2, but an independent proof is

simpler and gives some insight into the proof of Theorem 2. The interested reader

can supply the appropriate ('s and z3's in the following outline.

Outline of Theorem 1. From Theorem 8 in [13] and observations on these

proofs made in [ll], it is easy to see that ax ß is cellular in Em x E". Using

this fact, one can construct a uniformly continuous map which shrinks  ax ß to

a point, is a homeomorphism off of ax ß, and is the identity outside an arbitrary

preassigned neighborhood of ax ß. If we call this map /, then it is well known

that the image of / is homeomorphic to Em x E".

Now the hypothesis gives shrinking homeomorphisms /   of ax En and /    of

Em x ß. Using Theorem 7.1 of [5], these are replaced by homeomorphisms /.  and

/. which are the identity near ax ß, but agree with /   and /   respectively out-

side a small neighborhood of ax ß.

Consider the composition ff,f2, which shrinks ax ß to a point and shrinks

\ax w\ w £ En - ß} and \z x ß\ z e Em - a} to small sets. By passing to the limit

of a sequence of such maps that shrink things smaller and smaller, we verify the

conclusion of Theorem 1.

Theorem 2. Let A = \a} and B = \ß} be upper-semicontinuous collections of

compact continua such that A* C Em, ß*C E", A* and B* compact, A x E" is

shrinkable, B x Em  is shrinkable, and A x B is shrinkable. Then the collection

ÍA x B) U ÍA x ÍE" - B*)) U ÍÍEm - A*) x B)

is shrinkable.

If we denote by G.   and G„ the decompositions of Em and E" whose non-

degenerate elements consist of the elements of A  and B respectively, then we

get the following
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Corollary. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 2,

Em/GA x E"/GB  SS Em + n.

In essence, Theorem 2 follows from the u.s.c. conditions on A and B. The

proof involves several lemmas, all of which assume the hypotheses of Theorem 2.

The lemmas simply state things about u.s.c. collections; the proofs are similar, so

most are omitted.

Lemma 1. Given e > 0, there exists 8', 0 < 8' < e, such that if 0 < S < S', then

any /« shrinking A x B satisfies the following: for all ae A, x e En, either

(l)/s|(axx) = 1, or

i2) iax x) [j fBiaxx) CN(ia'x ß') for some c¿£A, ß'eB.

Lemma 2. Given e > 0, there exists a 8' > 0 such that if 0 < 8 < 8' then there

is a y > 0 szzc¿ /¿«i /or all ae A, /3 £ B a»w/ /g shrinking A x B, there exist

a'e A and ß'£ B with

Nyia x ß) U /S(/Vy(a x ß)) C N£ia' x ß').

Lemma 3. Given ( > 0 and ß e B, there exists a Sß > 0 szzci /¿zz/ 0 < S <

So implies that any /g shrinking A x E" satisfies the following: for all ae A,

there exists a! e A suchthat

(a x ¿3) U /g(a x ]8) C N£(a' x ¡3).

Lemma 4. Given c > 0, /¿ere exists a 8' > 0 szzci /¿z?Z 0 < S < 8' implies that

any /s shrinking A x E" satisfies the following: for all ae A, ß £ B, there ex-

ist a! e A and ß' £ B such that

(a x ß) U /g(a x ,-3) C Nf(a' x /3').

Lemma 5. Given e > 0, /¿ere exists a S'> 0 s«c¿ ¿äa/ 0 < S < 8' implies that

any /g shrinking A x E" satisfies the following: for all ß e B and x £ Em, either

(1)/g | (x x/3) = l.or

(2) (x x j8) U /s(x x /3) C Nf(a' x /3') /or soTTze a', ß'.

Lemma 6. Given e > 0 /¿ere exz'sis a 8' > 0 szzc¿ /i<7í 0 < 8 < S' implies the

existence of a y > 0, y depends on 8, such that for any /g shrinking A x B, ez-

/Aer

/8|'Vr(axx)= l.or

Nr(ax x) U /g(zV7(ax x)) C /Vf(a' x /3').

Lemma 7. Given e>0 there exists a 8' > 0 sz/ci rAa/ 0 < S < 8' implies the

existence of a y > 0, y = y(8), sacè fizz/ /or zzrzy /g shrinking Em x B,
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(1) Nyiy xß)u fsÍNyíy x ß)) C N(íy x ß'),

(2) Nyiax ß) U f&ÍNyía x ß)) C /Vf(a" x ß"),

Í3)fs\Nyíaxx)= l.or Nyiaxx) U f ¿N yiax x)) C N(ia' x ß').

Proof of Lemma 1. Suppose not; then for each 8 = 1/tz (1/w < t), there exist

a 8   < l/n and a   eA,x   e En suchthat

nil)f5n\íanxx)¿Uatid

Í2) ia  xx ) u/s (a  x x ) j£ /V (ax ß) for any ae A, ßeß.
n 77 on    n        n   —     t ' # ■

Condition (l) assures us that all the (a   x x^) are in some compact neighbor-

hood oí A x B. Since A    is compact, let a   € a , for each n, and it follows that

\a  } has a limit point, say a. By passing to a subsequence we may suppose that

a £ lim a . Since A   is compact, a e a for some ae A. Since A  is u.s.c, it fol-

lows that liúi a   C a.
77

Passing to subsequences when necessary, we may suppose, w.l.o.g., that

|x  ! converges to x. Condition (l) provides that x e ß for some ße B. For other-

wise, there exists N > 0 such that Ng  (ax x)  OzVg  (A x B) = 0. Thus for suffi-

ciently large n, /x   | (a  x x ) = 1. So let x e ß e B.

Consider ax ß. For each n, there exists a   e A and ß   e B such that
~ * n ' n    _

(ax ß) U /s (ax ß) C zV1/n(a/ x /3^). Evidently lim aj ^ 0and lim a/ C a. Sim-

ilarly ïïm z3n' C /3.

Hence there exists N such that n > N  implies that

(l) an xxn CN(iaxß), and

^N^ia^xß^CNj.axß).

Hence (a  x x ) u /. (a  x x ) C N (ax ß). From this contradiction, the lemma
77        n on    n        n t '

follows.

Proof of Theorem 2. Let t > 0 be given. A homeomorphism h: En x E"   —♦

Em x E" which shrinks the collection

\AxB}u{AxiEn- B*)} U |(Em - A*) x B}

is constructed as follows: First shrink A x B. Select 8  < e satisfying Lemmas

1, 2, and 6. Let 8. < 8   be positive. Using Lemmas 2 and 6 we can choose S- >

0 such that

Ns (a x Ö) u fs (A/5 (a x ß)) C zV/a' x ß'),

either /g   | zVg (ax x) = 1, or

Ns (ax x) u /8 ÍNZ (a x *)) C /Vf(a" x ß")

and either fs   | Ng (y x ß) = 1, or
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A/g (yxj8)u /g (/Vg (y x ß)) C N(ia" x ßm).

Since /g    is the identity off of a compact set, it is uniformly continuous, so we

may impose additional requirements on 82- We require that diameter X < S2 imply

that diameter /g (X) < 8j, and diameter /g (/Vg (ax ß)) < 8j for all ax j8 in

AxB.

Now shrink Em x B. In Lemmas 3-5 and 7, let 82 be used as the e > 0, and

select 8 which works for all these lemmas. Let 8, < 8  be positive, and select

8. > 0 (by Lemma 7) such that

Ng4(y x ß) u /s3(<Vy x ß]) c Ns2{y x ^

/s}l/vs4(axx) = 1»ot

zVg (ax x) U/g (zVg (ax x)) C /Vg (a" x j8"), and

/Vg4(ax /3) U/g (zVg4(ax ß))CNsiä"x ß'").

Let K be a compact neighborhood containing N2iA x B) and such that

/g   | (Em x E") - K » 1. We impose an additional requirement on 8.. If XC K and

diameter X <84, then diameter /g (X) < 8..

Now shrink A x E" by a shrinking homeomorphism /g . We see that

(axx)u /g (axx)CzVg (a' xx),

(ax ß) u/s (aXj8)CzVg (a"xß"),
4 4

/gjy x/S= 1, or

(yx^u/g^x^C/Vg^a'-'xie'").

Set ¿ = /g /g /g ; we must verify that A satisfies conditions 1-4 of

shrinkability. Condition 1 is easy to verify. To check conditions 2 and 3, we use

the following diagram to help enumerate the various possibilities.

I hit     ,       HI hit | Vhit

**4 II miss /S3 IV miss /s2 VI miss

We will use case numbers like Case I-III-V so show how the elements of the col-

lection [A xB\u[AxiE" - B*)l U |(Em - A*) x B\ ate affected by h.

We consider cases for elements of the form (ax x).

Case I-III-V.

(axx)u/g (axx)CiVg (a'x x) and diameter /g (axx)<84-

/Vg (a' x x) u /g (/Vg (a' x x)) C /Vg (a" x ß") and diameter /g /g (axx) <

53-

/Vg2(a" x ß") U fSliNsia" x /3")) C /Vf(a"' x jS'").

Therefore (ax x) U ¿(axx) C /V£(a'" x ß"') and diameter ¿(ax x) < 5 .
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ô\.

Case I-IV-V.

(ax x) u /g (ax x) C zVg (a' x x) and diameter /g (ax x) < <54,

/g   | Ng (a' x x) = 1 and hence diameter /g  /g (ax x) < 82.

Therefore (a x x) U hia x x) C /s (/V s (a x x)) C N (a" x ß").
14 e

Also diameter Ma x x) = diameter /g /g /g (axx) < 5 .

Case I-IV-VI.

(ax x) U Max x) C ¡Vg ia' x x) and diameter hiax x) = diameter /g (ax x) <
04 -04-

Case I-I1I-VI.

Is impossible, as are all the cases which begin with II.

Consider cases for elements of the form y x ß. These are similar to the cases

above. For example:

Case II-III-V.

/gjy x/S= 1,

(y x ß) U /s  /g (y x ß) C /Vg (y x ß') and diameter /Sj(y x ß) < 8^

(y x ß) U fs\fB\fs¿y x ß) Ày x ß) u híy x ß) C/g^Ng^y x ß')) C

N(iâ'x ß") and diameter My x ß) < 8r

For elements of the form ax ß, there is only one possibility:

Case I-III-V.

(ax ß) u/g (axß)CNg (a' x ß'),

Ng (a' x ß') U /g (¿Vg (a'x ß')) C Ng (a" x ß"), and Ng (a"x ß") U

/gi(/Vg2(a"xß"))C/Vi3(a'"4xß'").

Therefore (ax ß) U Max ß) C N(ia'" x ß'") and since Max ß) C

/g (/Vg (a"x ß")), we see that diameter Max ß) < Sj.

Thus h satisfies conditions 1, 2, and 3 of shrinkability, and condition 4 fol-

lows in a fashion similar to condition 3-

We turn now to applications of Theorem 2. The literature contains many ex-

amples of collections A which satisfy the condition that A x E1 is shrinkable.

This is the content of [2] and [6] for examples in which A  consists of a single

arc or a ¿-cell. Bing established this shrinkability criterion for the nondegenerate

elements of the dogbone decomposition of E    in [4]. So, much of the hypothesis

of Theorem 2 is readily satisfied. The difficulty lies in establishing the shrinka-

bility of A x B, but there are sufficient conditions for this shrinkability. The

most obvious are if A x B is cellular, or if A x B is simply definable by cells.

Recall that a decomposition means a monotone, u.s.c. decomposition, and if
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G is a decomposition of E", then HG denotes the union of the nondegenerate ele-

ments of G. The decomposition G is said to be compact if Cl Hc is compact and

O-dimensional if the image of Cl H_  is O-dimensional in E"/G.

Theorem 3. Let G and F be compact, O-dimensional decompositions of Em

and E" respectively, each element of which possesses property UV°°. Then

Cl (f/G x HF) is definable by cells in Em x E".

Corollary. //.. x H„  is shrinkable in Em x E".

The proof of Theorem 3 requires the following lemma which is a simple gen-

eralization of Lemma 1 in [7].

Lemma 8. Suppose that M   C M   C .. • C M, is a sequence of finite com-

binatorial k-manifolds inot necessarily connected) such that each M. is a combin-

atorial subspace of M and the inclusion of each component of M. into M. . is

homotopically trivial. If Y is any subcomplex of M, such that dim Y < k - r - 1

and r > 2, then  Y lies in a finite union of disjoint k-cells in M,
—    ' ' ' ' k-r+l

In the case r = 2, any subcomplex of M    having codimension 3 lies in the

union of ¿-cells in M,     . Suppose that M. DM   D..» is a sequence of ¿-mani-

folds such that any subcomplex  Y C M .      having codimension 3 lies in a finite

number of disjoint ¿-cells in /Vl.. We will call [M.] a special sequence.

Corollary. // [M.\ is a sequence of finite combinatorial k-manifolds such that

each M.  .  is a combinatorial subspace of M. and the inclusion of each component

of AL  ,  into M. is homotopically trivial, then j/Vl.i can be refined to a special

sequence.

As in [l], the sequence H  , H2, ...  of compact Tzz-manifolds-with-boundary

will be called a defining sequence tor the decomposition G of Em provided

H.  j C Int H. for each z, and g is a nondegenerate element of G if and only if

g is a nondegenerate component of f]?_.r/.. We will say that H. has a ¿-spine

if H   is PL and H. collapses to a subpolyhedron of dimension k or less.

Proof of Theorem 3. Using the techniques in [l], there exist PL defining se-

quences [H .\ and [K.\ for G and F respectively, such  that

(i) Each H.   j ÍK¿  .) is a finite combinatorial subspace of H. iK.).

(ii) The inclusion of each component of H.  ,  (K.    ) into H. iK.) is homo-

topically trivial.

(iii) Each H. iK.) collapses to a spine of codimension 2.

Consider [H. x K.\ which is a PL defining sequence for the decomposition

G x F of Em x E". Note the elements of G x F are [ax ß\ a£ G, ße F\. It is

easy to check that'
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(i) Each H. x K. is a finite combinatorial zzz + »-manifold,

(ii) The inclusion of each component of iV.  , x X       into H¿ x /C is homo-

topically trivial.

(iii) Each H .x K. collapses to a spine of codimension four.

(iv) W.l.o.g., \H. x K.} is a special sequence.

If we let M. = H. x K. and let M.   be the spine, it follows that there exist
III z r

finitely many disjoint zzz + «-cells B .,•••, Bfc such that M.'   . C (J ._ . ß. C M..

Thus there exists a PL homeomorphism, as in [16], h: Em x E" —• Em x E" which

is fixed outside of M. such thati

Wc*(u BJ CM..
i

Since HG x Hp = 07-1 ^i ' lt i°^ows tnat ^c x ^ F ls definable by cells, which

concludes the proof of Theorem 3-

In [15], Siebenmann points out that Bing's criterion (shrinkability) is a nec-

essary condition for the existence of a homeomorphism E"/G x Em fe Em+n (n +

m > 4), at least provided the elements of G have property UV°".

Theorem 4. Let G and H be compact, O-dimensional decompositions of Em

and E" respectively, such that each element of G (and H) has property UV°°. If

Em/G x En fe Em+", E"/H x Em fe Em+M, then Em/G x En/H fe Em+n.

Proof. If m + n > 4, then Siebenmann's result mentioned above [l5] together

with Theorem 3 imply Theorem 4. If zzz = 3 and « = 1, then the theorem is trivially

a consequence of the hypothesis. If m = » = 2, then results of Moore imply the

theorem.
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